MEDIA
SERVICE
BROCHURE

ABOUT US
Overboard Games is a team of passionate and crea�ve people that care deeply about board games.
We all know how important marke�ng your game is and we do everything we can to get it in the
spotlight. So weather it's a digital implementa�on of your fantas�c game, an early prototype or a
beau�ful render we can provide it.
If you find anything in this book that peaks your interest and you want to work on together reach out
down below. Also if there is something we don't men�on and you think we can s�ll do, give us a
challenge and contact us anyway.
- Kenny, Owner of Overboard Games

CONTACT
overboardgames.co.uk
obg�s@gmail.com

youtube.com/overboardgames

twi�er.com/games_overboard

twitch.tv/overboardgames

steamcommuanity.com/id/overboardgames/myworkshopfiles/

TESTIMONIAL
"Kenny of Overboard Games is an excellent communicator and listener. My issues were discussed,
simplified and fixed quickly. Kenny came up with �melines and reasonable compromises on
anything conten�ous – though there was li�le-to-no conflict due to his congenial demeanor."
-Adam Chunn co-founder of HutChu Games

DIGITAL
IMPLEMENTATION

WHAT WE OFFER:
Tabletop Simulator Mods and Tabletopia Crea�ons
We can create your game digitally at all stages of the development, weather you've just started out with a prototype,
going to kickstarter or selling your game on the retail market.

Tabletop Simulator Scrip�ng
Our expert scripter can script a mod we make or an already exis�ng one and elevate it. we can provide but not limited
to, variable setups, fac�on boards and semi-automa�on.

3D Modelling
We can import your beau�ful sculpted models and make them stand out as much as they do in real life. we can
provide but not limited to, complex shapes, recessed boards and miniature figures.

3D Environments
Ge�ng the game onto a table is one thing, se�ng a scene is another. We can create custom tables and environments to
fit the theme of your game that really stand out at digital conven�ons.

3D MODELLING &
ANIMATION
PAINTED MINIS

PROPS

ENVIRONMENTS

SOFTWARE PROFICIENCY:

3D Concept Art:
Using Speed modelling technique, we can quickly create conceptual imagery to help you visualise how you want
something to look. We specialise in architecture, terrains and the various objects/props one can use for a board game.

Prototypes:
Using the same techniques we can quickly create, iterate and test designs for miniatures, meeples, bits and �les.

3D Print Ready Models:
A�er the previous stages are complete we can provide a model file that's ready to 3D print.

Promo�onal Videos:
Using what we've already create or what you supply us we can create promo�onal videos to help promote your game.

Animated Imagery:
We can provide anima�ons of your games setup and mechanics to showcase how the game is played.

